BRIDGE SCHOLAR: DR. MARTÍN MEDINA-ELIZALDE

Dr. Martín Medina-Elizalde received his PhD in Marine Sciences from the University of California, Santa Barbara in 2007. Following his PhD, Dr. Medina-Elizalde was a NOAA Global and Climate Change Postdoctoral Fellow at UMass Amherst, a Postdoctoral Research Fellow at the University of Southampton, an Assistant Professor at the Centro de Investigación Científica de Yucatán, and a Visiting Assistant Professor at Amherst College. Dr. Medina-Elizalde is currently an Associate Professor in the Department of Geosciences at Auburn University.

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 15TH

BRIDGE2Impacts
Design Building 170
10:15am - 11:15am

The human challenge to avoid dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system

Refreshments will be served.

RSVPs are encouraged: https://tinyurl.com/sesbridge

---

BRIDGE2Students
Morrill 134, Climate Center Conference Room
11:30am - 12:30pm

Join BRIDGE Scholar, Dr. Martín Medina-Elizalde, for lunch!

Graduate students from all disciplines are encouraged to attend!

Pizza lunch will be served.

RSVPs are encouraged: https://tinyurl.com/sesbridge

---

BRIDGE2Science: Geosciences Lecture Series
ILC S131
4:00pm - 5:00pm

Climate Change associated with the Preclassic and Classic Maya civilization collapses

Open to the public. Coffee and Pastries will be served.

For more information visit https://blogs.umass.edu/bridge/

Email: bridge@umass.edu  Twitter: @umassbridge

BRIDGE is supported by SES, CNS, and IDS.